INTRODUCTION
Learning Management Systems (LMS) and Educational Data Mining (EDM) are two important parts of online educational environment with the former being a centralized web-based information systems where the learning content is managed and learning activities are organized (Stone and Zheng, 2014 ) and latter focusing on using data mining techniques for the analysis of data so generated. As part of this work, we present a literature review of three major tasks of EDM (See section Table   1 respectively. Acronym expansions are added in the Appendix Section ??. 
LITERATURE REVIEW
The literature review is divided into three parts namely reviews of MOOC Post analysis, Knowledge Tracing and Peer Feedbacks. Further, each review accommodates a meta-analysis and open problems that could be further explored and addressed.
MOOC Comments and Post Classification
Over the past two decades, much of the works on EDM concerning MOOC Post Classification (MPC) a.k.a discussion forum post text classification have focused majorly on structured datasets. The works vary according to their final intended goal itself, resulting in a diverse range of datasets, features, and algorithms. In this review, we analyze MPC based on diversity of end goals i.e. classification of posts for XYZ task. Table 1 shows various datasets/approaches used as part of the important works.
Student Intervention:
The earliest works in these focuses on confusion prediction using a classification approach on clickstream datasets .
The aim was to improve the identification and intervention of the student's confusion as part of MOOC auditing. The work uses linguistic features, question features and clicks patterns features and analyses logistic regression model with 10 fold crossvalidation for survival curves across the various courses. It finds that the more students express their confusion and are exposed to confusion in the MOOC forums, the less likely students are to remain active in the learning community and helping to resolve or providing responses to student confusion reduces their dropout in the courses . Further, it shows that the extent to which different confusion affect dropout is determined by specific courses, emphasizing the need for the cross-modal analysis. The work uses metadata and term frequency information using multiple classifiers, where it shows the ability to use a few linguistic features with few metadata to build a moderately to substantially reliable classification model that can identify urgent posts in Stanford MOOC discussion forums using 10-fold crossvalidation achieving near 80% F score. Second, there is the work of speech act prediction from forum posts by Jaime and Kyle (2015) to identify that combining redundant speech act labels from crowdsourced workers can approximate the labels from an expert and investigated the usefulness of speech acts for predicting instructor intervention, assignment completion, and assignment performance (Jaime and Kyle, 2015).
While speech acts were the most useful for predicting instructor intervention, the authors concluded that the speech acts were not as useful for predicting assignment completion and performance.
Meta Analysis:
1. Feature & Algorithms: From the survey, one can see three important facets of research. First, many of the work so produced uses a simple feature-based learning approach, with a few of the tasks recently developed using both traditional and deep learning approaches. However, given the empirical nature of the development process of models, there is no one-size-fits-all solution to set the best configuration for a specific problem and depends on the input data available and the task at hand. Among those analyzed, the biggest issue is that the depth of details on the parameter selection & unclear data selection.
So are the intuitions behind the selection of features for algorithms.
Benchmark and Datasets:
The MPC tasks are sparse (multiple varieties) and are plagued by a series of problems beginning with a lack of availability of the dataset itself. The main problem across the tasks is that there is not a single "correct" benchmark that can be assessed and this is because most of the datasets are very specific to individual universities and their courses. Because of such limited scope, there is already a crisis of replication (Andres et al., 2018).
Annotation Guidelines and Evaluation Metrics:
MOOC classification problems possess a wide variety of annotation guidelines some of which are problem-specific and rest are related to implied application usage themselves. Majority of the works, which tackles a new problem and new annotation either use crowdsourcing or internal annotation process, but lack details on the interannotator agreement, annotator selection process, data separation mechanism and finally the evaluation metric itself a big problem which requires revisiting.
Relationship between the problem and experimentation:
All the works presents a well-defined problems and a set of basic experiments to show the performance. However more depth and breadth in analysis is needed.
Open Problems:
1. Feature & Algorithms: Besides intuition behind the selection process for features, algorithm and parameter selection problems. The biggest of them being lack of use of language modeling strategies and active learning based ideas. 
Relationship between the problem and experimentation:
There is need of detailed ablation studies under a single unified framework which probes the model on incomplete input, shuffle inputs, random labeling and random content replacement. All these scientifically ground the validity of the developed work.
Knowledge Tracing
Knowledge Tracing (KT) is a task of predicting student performance based on their activities, where the activities are represented by a sequence of variables. Unlike MPC, the task is unique, hence much of the work focuses on accuracy and interpretability rather than the end goal. In this section, we present the literature based on the approaches and datasets used to solve KT. 
Meta Analysis:
1. Feature & Algorithms: From the survey, we can see two major aspects first being that most works focus on establishing fairness across the experimentation between Bayesian and Deep models, resulting in much debate on the benefits/reliability of both. However, perhaps either of them are beneficial, where the former presents interpretability and the latter shows performance. Considering the status of active research in deep learning, one can expect more applications of deep learning methods.
Benchmarks & Datasets:
Among all the areas of the EDM attempted in this assignment, the datasets and benchmarking are very consistent only in the case of the Knowledge Tracing tasks. There are a significant amount of datasets that are easily available for active research. Further, the area of KT is dense even in cross-domain datasets, especially with more or more works of prompting the need for significant research in cross-domain analysis and generalization.
Annotation Guidelines & Evaluation Metrics:
Similar to benchmarks, the annotations are fairly consistent across the released datasets. However, experimental investigations by Wilson and Xiong (2016) who showed that in some large datasets multiple inputs were tagged with multiple skill labels. This caused the deep learning methods to perform well, as it processes all inputs simultaneously, providing the model access to ground truth when making a prediction. However, the metrics of evaluation are well-grounded. can consistently see that some of these sanity arguments are well addressed .
Relationship b/w problem and experimentation:

Open Problems:
1. Feature & Algorithms: While LSTM's have dominated the area of knowledge tracing, they do show problems of uncertainty, low cross-domain performance, etc. Approaches like LSTM that exploit current input and memory, usually lack generalization power across the domains. In this sense, attention-based approaches have a higher probability of showing performance higher across the domains. We can see this already happening through works of (Pandey and Karypis, 2019), but we need more works.
Bench marking & Datasets:
Dataset has been both boon and a curse for this task, especially with works of (Wilson and Xiong, 2016) showing the issues in the datasets itself. This warrants significant study on major open large datasets under a common framework where underlying theory and relationship to the application are preserved. The net efforts on cross-domain analysis and development are still in a nascent stage warranting, more works to be produced. still reporting results on the same duplicated datasets, which need to be revisited.
Annotation Guidelines & Evaluation
Relationship between defined problem and experimentation:
While the experiments are well designed, a plurality of papers only project improvement and lack details on error analysis. An active research problem that's warranted includes replication of the experiments and presentation of errors, grounding the work fairly and scientifically.
Peer Feedback & Grading
Peer feedback, a task of viewing and critiquing others' work plays a key pedagogical role in MOOC's especially with the advent of more creative courses in recent time. In a general learning setting colocation of students provide a shared context for the students thereby conferring values to students' work. As such, scaling peer assessments including both evaluation and peer learning has been an important problem with numerous works among which providing evaluation tools to help TA's and peers is notable. The approaches so developed for this can be classified into three subtasks namely Automated Essay Scoring (AES), Au-tomatic Short Answer Grading (ASG) and other evaluation tools. Before review, it needs to be highlighted that AES has large amount of works from linguistics community as well, however much of our works looks from perspective of Edtech community with few from linguistics works. ing more accurate classification models to predict the output, analyzing the interaction incrementally. The work studied the temporally gathered data on and studied if it is possible to get more accurate classification models through the analysis of the students' interaction incrementally, rather than doing it all at once to show that it is possible to get better classification models using an incremental interaction. Multiple more works exist ranging from Bayesian re-ranking (Waters, Tinapple, and Baraniuk, 2015) to improve peer grading, power grading approaches using cluster analysis (Sumit, Chuck, and Lucy, 2013) to optimize the ASG process and works that focus on peer assessment in low resource setting (Molapo et al., 2019).
AES:
Meta Analysis:
1. Feature Algorithms: From the survey, we can see that we have covered the two problems of ASG and AES with a wide variety of algorithms. With AES, we can attribute this to their interest in the linguistic community. We can see that the range of features is diverse some derived from data and some from topic modeling and so on. I can see similar behavior even with ASG. Added to this ASG has seen numerous works from unsupervised approaches.
Benchmark Datasets:
For AES, Benchmark and datasets have two sides to it. During our survey, we find that papers that are submitted to Ed-tech conferences like L@S, EDM, etc. present results on a wide variety of benchmarks, but those from computational linguistic communities are always on similar benchmarks. This is because of the end goal itself, where the former focuses on the usage of AES in end applications and the latter focuses on algorithmic improvements. As such behavior of benchmarks and datasets is very similar to that of the previous both MPC and KT. However, for ASG the findings are consistent with that of the MPC task.
Annotation Guidelines and Evaluation Metrics:
The annotation guidelines are fairly easier in both AES and ASG, so are evaluation metrics which mostly restricts to Cohen's Kappa (κ) measure.
Relationship between problem and experimentation:
The experimentation across all papers fairly supports the results and addresses the problems.
Open Problems:
1. Feature & Algorithms: AES and ASG because of its traction in linguistic communities have seen significant new works with novel approaches that are designed in data mining and machine learning. However, unsupervised AES and active learning in AES is something still in a nascent stage.
Benchmark & Datasets:
From this survey, we find that many benchmarks and datasets for cross-domain AES and ASG are fairly limited. However, this requires further literature exploration.
Annotation Guidelines & Evaluation Metrics:
Multiple works of AES relies on a single score for the entire work and this is true across both the segments of linguistics and EDM communities. However, it is generally seen that there is a fixed rubric for scoring and generally peer's address according to this.
A work in this line would be to find intersections of MPC and AES to build better TA/Peer assisting tools.
Relationship between problem & experimentation:
While the experimentation sufficiently backs up the problem description, the addition of in-depth error analysis of the model's criteria for score prediction would be more useful across all works. Also to date, the works are fairly limited on the impact of the rubric in peer grading, which is one avenue for exploration.
Discussion
In this work, we surveyed three major tasks of EDM namely MPC, KT and Peer Feedbacks (AES & ASG). We reviewed a total of 51 papers, obtained based on a systematic search on the three mentioned problems. During our survey, we found multiple dimensions works under each tackling application-centric, algorithmic and data specific challenges through improved annotations. At the same time, we saw multiple open problems and challenges starting from usage of simple datadriven techniques, the crisis of replication in case of MPC due to issues with datasets, lack of certainty in results from KT and limited cross-domain works in case of AES and ASG. At the same time, we found consistency in results and evaluation metrics across the tasks of KT and AES which is positive. Moreover, we can see that the area of KT is extremely saturated with limited change in scope.
All these together show that there is a significant number of open problems ranging from replications studies in MPC to research on intermediate areas of AES and MPC which could be explored. At the same time, the study also shows that unlike other areas of research, EDM research has been mostly ad-hoc for specific studies like MPC and the datasets are not freely available for reworking and extending such problems, requiring a unified framework for the tasks.
In this work, we surveyed three major tasks of EDM, namely MPC, KT, and The study also shows that unlike other areas of research, EDM research has been mostly ad hoc for specific studies like MPC and the datasets are not freely available for reworking and extending such problems, requiring a unified framework for the tasks.
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